Moving Africa's
Informal Sector onto
Blockchain
Lekan Network is focused on improving trade and
borderless payment, within the informal sector/economy
of Africa.
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Introductions
Dear LRK holder,
Blockchain technology is rising in the World at an amazing pace. This trend is driven in part by
our ever-evolving nature of the world and advances in informational technology. Many great
ideas have surfaced on the use of Blockchain technology across traditional elements such as
social economic, healthcare, ﬁnance, etc. However, there remains a challenge to bridge the
gap between concepts to practical real-world applications. To address some of today’s
challenges and play a big role in evolution of Blockchain technology, the Lekan Network has
assembled a unique approach to move the African informal sector to Blockchain. We are
excited to launch our network and bring Blockchain technology to an emerging continent.
Beyond this endeavor, other unsolved opportunities exist, and we will venture out as
pioneers to transform informal systems.
Our plan starts with an Initial Coin Oﬀering (ICO) to raise the funds necessary to achieve our
goals while building the Lekan Network through a series of decentralized applications. These
decentralized applications will aim to innovate the informal sector of Africa. In summary our
goals are to introduce the Lekan coins into African retail markets, leverage the Lekan Network
to lend and supply funds to proper institutions and small business owners that aim to grow,
and create a platform for people to connect professionally. The Lekan network is ready for
the world and has started operating.
We are excited to bring a practical utilization of Blockchain technology and contribute to the
future growth of this space. We look forward to a successful 2021 as we apply the Lekan
Network to the informal sector of Africa. We thank you for your support.
Best Regards,

Ian Tetteh
Chief Executive Oﬃcer

https://lekan.network
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Background
Lekan Network is Africa’s ﬁrst decentralized network which run on a proof of work consensus
before moving to a pure proof of Stake Algorithm. Lekan’s mission is to move the continent’s
informal sector on to blockchain through various decentralized applications from ecommerce
to a robust, borderless digital payment.
What is the informal sector? This is a sector of the economy that is neither taxed nor
regulated by government. In this sector, activities such as sells, trades, and any other
exchange of values are not included in a country's GNP or GDP. As such, incomplete GDPs are
recorded for the year. Africa has the largest informal sector of the economy more than any
other continent on the planet. According to the world economy forum in 2015, more Africans
are self-employed and involved in the informal sector than any other area of the economy.
Nine out of ten Africans work in this sector.
The Informal economy has been a key component of most economies in sub-Saharan Africa,
contributing between 25% and 65% of GDP accounting for between 30% and 90% of total
nonagricultural employment. Despite positive advances in ﬁnancial inclusion on the
continent, 95% of all consumer payments in Africa are still made in cash. Why is this bad?
For the people and micro-entrepreneurs who are trapped in cash-only systems, it is much
harder to grow a business, much less safe to save and much more diﬃcult to forge a path
into the middle class.
Cash is fueling what is called the invisible economy, limiting productivity and growth of
vibrant sectors such as micro- and small enterprises, and making it inﬁnitely more diﬃcult to
include these economic activities in any form of oﬃcial statistics, oversight, taxation and
regulation.
In fact, the informal economy in sub-Saharan Africa makes up nearly 86% of all employment,
according to the International Labor Organization. The issue is compounded by Africa’s
demographic dividend, with the informal sector projected to absorb many of the continent’s
young employment-seekers.
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By and large, it is an issue created by the lack of inclusion, and the lack of access and
usage of formal ﬁnancial tools, especially in economies where wealth and assets are
not reasonably distributed. If economic growth is not accompanied by equitable
income distribution or an equal rise in employment levels, we see an increase in the
growth of the informal economy, given its low barriers to entry. Bringing the informal
sector into the formal economy is probably one of the most signiﬁcant policy-making
challenges 21st-century African governments face.

Other Challenges
For some, earnings are small. For comparison, the minimum wage currently in Massachusetts
as of 2018 is $12.75 dollar per hour. There are many people in Africa that make less than $1
dollar a day who reside in the informal sector. In Malawi, tea farmers made millions for their
government while the tea farmers were barely compensated. The tea farmers earn 50%
below the poverty threshold of this country.
Another issue is awareness. Informal sectors are associated with black markets. Yet this is a
misconception, because products sold and traded in the Informal sector are not illegal.
Neither are the trades nor sells occurring in the markets. Many people who are not exposed
to this environment have no idea what exactly is happening in the informal sector and little
attention is given to this space even when it is requested. Governments are oﬀering little to
know help when it comes to support; the policies created favor the formal sector and make
the informal sector stagnant. There is disconnect between these sectors. When both sectors
come to the table, it is hard for the formal sector to understand the informal sector. Someone
from the informal sector can think a people from the formal sector especially the rich are
entitled; they live in their own worlds and are not in touch with reality and what is really
happening to others around them. There is mistrust on both sides and nothing much is
accomplished. Talks of the informal sector backing the formal sector through manufacture
and supply have been implemented in some areas to bring these two sectors together.
However even here, issues still arise where informal people are not compensated fairly for
their products. Also, formal retailers charge expensive fees to informal suppliers to list their
products in their stores or platforms. Due to all of this, people end up selling their products in
the Informal sector.

https://lekan.network
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Financial investment in the informal sector is not easy to come by. Few private investors and
lenders have begun to microﬁnance small projects in the informal sector of Uganda. This is a
start, however much more of this is needed from a global level. How about the local banks?
One might ask. Well local banks are not conﬁdent to loan money out to the informal sector
for reasons. These reasons being that the local banks do not have enough security reserves
to loan to people in the informal sector and banks also require documentation to have
account, which many people in the informal sector tend to lack. The documentation that
banks require are proof of an employer, address, utility bills etc. Without these documents,
the banks will not lend money out to people.
The African youth faces a grim future. Since the percentage of the youth is growing at a high
rate and there are little to no jobs in the formal sector for them. Even with a college degree, it
will be hard for the youth to ﬁnd jobs; they will end up moving into the informal sector to
earn a wage. According to the article, can higher education solve Africa’s job crisis?
Understanding graduate employability in Sub-Saharan Africa from www.britishcouncil.org “In
Nigeria the unemployment rate is as high as 23.1% for those with undergraduate degrees.
Although the rate for university graduates is much lower in South Africa at 5.9%, it is high for
those with diploma or certiﬁcate level qualiﬁcations. Across the 25–29 age group, the
unemployment rate is 41.6% in Ghana and 15.7% in Kenya. It has been estimated that on
average it takes a university graduate ﬁve years to secure a job in Kenya.” For the uneducated
people, unemployment rates are much higher. Due to high poverty on the continent, many
people cannot aﬀord school fees for education needs, which segregates the poor class from
receiving an educational opportunity. This cycle will only continue if it is not interrupted. By
2050, Africa is estimated to have one third of all the youth population in the world. Since
African governments are not creating jobs for their youth at optimal rates, it is up to the
youth to create jobs for the future. This will require innovation and creativeness, which is
possible via decentralized applications of the Lekan network.
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The truth of the informal economy
Unlike common depictions of the informal economy as a single “undiﬀerentiated” group of
workers, the sector is hugely dynamic, spanning a wide range of micro-, small and medium
enterprises, including workers employed at such businesses and self-employed workers who
earn a living from activities such as domestic work, street trading or small-scale farming.
Many of these workers do not join the informal economy by choice – it is very much a
by-product of their need for survival, providing for themselves and their families.
Therein lies the opportunity – bringing this informal economy into the fold, by aﬀording
previously excluded individuals’ access to basic ﬁnancial services and networks that help
them save, expand their business and become ﬁnancially secure. The good news is our
innovative technologies will provide the tools and platforms for infrastructure providers, such
as banks and mobile network operators, to reach these traditionally excluded populations.
The challenge, however, is to ensure that these solutions are easily adopted and actively
used. Transformation within the informal sector should not be perceived through monetary
lenses. The informal market is immense, and people should consider coming together to
problem solve the challenges in new ways. At Lekan, this is exactly what we are aiming
towards. Our decentralized applications will take on the challenges to provide a means to
innovate the informal sector.

Lekan

Decentralized Applications

Lekan Network
Kisonga

Kisopay

Yatisu

Ataade

https://lekan.network
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Kisonga (derived from a Ugandan Bantu dialect word okusinga meaning to win)
Kisonga is a vendor ecommerce application that will support small to large retail
businesses in the informal sector to have an online presence. Kisonga will provide an
online ecommerce environment for people in the informal sector to launch their
businesses online. For example, like Shopify, but with space sharing and a cheaper
subscription price. space sharing is found in many informal markets and retail stores.
Here two or more people share a space in which they sale goods and split rent and
fees. Think of two or more stores or vendors in one retail store. Kisonga will enable
multiple vendors to share one platform where each vendor has their own domain. As
such monthly subscriptions for the platform will cost less per vendor as they will be
shared. Kisonga will contain its own built-in templates and store builder to allow easy of
development and launch of online businesses for the informal sector.
Ataade (means dress or clothing from the Ga language in Ghana),
Ataade is an ecommerce platform specialized for African cloths and fashion from
African brands and manufacturers.
Kisopay
Lekan Payment system for ﬁat currency and LRKs (Lekan Crypto currency)
Yatisu (means the price has been reduced from the tree language in Ghana)
An environment for business-to-business interactions and transactions

Nodes
The following are nodes are the operating servers for the Lekan network:
node1.Packet53.com
node2.Packet53.com
lekanpool.org
node1.lekan.network
node2.lekan.network
n1.lekanpool.org
n2.lekanpool.org
node1.Oblanta.com
node2.Oblanta.com
As the network expands, the number of nodes will increase.
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LRK Coin
Formerly, ﬁnding people to accept cryptocurrency as a form of payment was challenging.
Today, people will accept Bitcoin and Ethereum as a form of payment. Furthermore, other
coins have been created since Bitcoin. Many coins are traded on diﬀerent coin-based
exchanges. The coin holders are beneﬁting from the service and value of the coins. As such,
the Lekan network also has its own coin (LRK), which will operate through the network, list on
exchanges to buy and sell, and use for purchases. LRK will be supplied by the Lekan Network
and designated distributors. Please note that LRK does not signify any equity in Lekan and
does not enable holders to any voting rights, dividends or proﬁt-sharing of any entities of
Lekan. LRK is a crypto coin that will serve to power all services provided by the Lekan network
and decentralized applications. LRK coins will function in the following:
Using LKC coins, users can pay for services on Lekan platforms.
In return for using some of our platforms, users will be compensated in LKC.
Use LKC as a tradable crypto currency on the open market.
Use LKC as a tradable crypto currency in the Informal market.

Token Name

LRK

code

LRK

Current Max Supply

30,000,000,000 LRK

Coin Sale Price

1 LRK = 0.09 USD

Algo

Hybrid Proof of Work to Proof of Stake

Maximum Coin at ICO Purchase

100,000 LRK Per Purchase

Minimum Coin at ICO Purchase

100 LRK Per Purchase

Use of Proceeds

Section Below

https://lekan.network
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Use of Proceeds
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The roadmap
Lekan is building a global network of advanced decentralized applications to put the informal
sector of Africa on blockchain. Eventually, Lekan will release open Lekan VC to fund the
informal startup eco-system. However, for now here is the road map to this end goal:

Q1 & Q2 2021: Concept
Dev/phase 1 Rollout
Finalization of Product Planning
R&D of Decentralized Applications
Node setup across Diﬀerent
Regions
Pilot test of Lekan Blockchain
Network
MVP of wallet prototype release
Pre-Sale ICO Starts
Version 1 of Whitepaper release

Q3 & Q4 2021: Phase 2 Rollout
Listing on Various Exchanges
Local Lekan Vendor Enrollment Starts
Deeper African Market Penetration
Release our ﬁrst apps for beta testing
to our members community
Unveiling of decentralized Apps for
Informal Economy

Explorer 1 & 2 go live
Public ICO launch and crowd-sale
begins
Q3 & Q4 2021

Q3 2022: Beta App User Testing
Release of Additional decentralized
Applications and opening of Lekan
VC to fund the Informal Startup
Eco-System
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Q1 & Q2 2022: Phase 3 Rollout/
Main Event
Blockchain Interoperability open to
External decentralized Applications

https://lekan.network

Executives

Ian Tetteh,
Chief Executive Oﬃcer

Jacob Tibenkana,
Chief Operating Oﬃcer

https://lekan.network
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Lekan Contact Details
Address
Ghana, West
Boston, Massachusetts USA.

Lekan
https://lekan.network/

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/lekanNetwork

Email
info@lekan.network

